
 

Hiren's BootCD 16.2 Rebuild All In One Bootable CD

because the hiren's boot cd is designed to help you fix problems with windows, it can be a
useful tool when you encounter problems with hardware. for example, if a program doesn't

install properly, then you can check your windows registry to see why that happened. if
your hardware crashes, you can use hiren's boot cd to check its diagnostics, fix problems
with your drive, and make sure your system knows which device is which, something that
could cause a lot of problems. and here we would like to show you that how to use hiren's
bootcd. first of all, download the hiren's boot cd. next, insert a bootable dvd or external

hard drive into your pc. the hbcd will start booting from it. we would like to tell you how to
boot hiren's boot cd on gpt disk. create a bootable cd/dvd first. we would like to use hiren's
boot cd for the detection and recovery. for simplicity, we will choose the version from the
iso2usb.com. after iso image is downloaded, double-click on the iso file to open the folder.
inside you will see the hbcd dvd-iso file. copy the iso file to a folder where you can extract
the contents. to get an extractor, right-click on the iso file and select the option to extract
the contents into a folder. open the hbcd.exe in the extracted folder. double-click on the

hbcd icon on the desktop. you can also change the location by right-clicking on it and
choosing to move the program to a different folder. if hbcd cannot start properly, try using

cmd as the new location of hbcd. use the license options to accept or refuse the hbcd
license. you can also create or erase a bootable cd/dvd. select the option to create a dvd

image. when you are ready to make the bootable dvd, click the create button.
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Hiren's BootCD 16.2 Rebuild All In One Bootable CD

the hiren boot cd team decided to release the product as a legal, fully open-source product
with no direct commercial involvement. this approach has seen the hiren boot cd grow into
a very popular and widely used cd-based boot disk and the latest hbcd version 16.2 is one
of the most popular and highly regarded of this repertoire. to download the latest version
of hiren's boot cd 16.2 rebuild all in one bootable cd, click hiren's bootcd. it may take a

while to load as the entire hbcd is being rebuilt, but once the boot menu appears, you can
choose between the "rebuild hbcd" option to rebuild the entire boot cd from scratch (it
takes a while to do, but it is very thorough) or the "rebuild specific section" option to

rebuild only the section you wish to update. once the rebuild is complete, you should have
a new version of hiren's boot cd. download the new iso file and burn it to a cd or make a

bootable usb. when the boot menu appears, you should see an option called "rebuild hbcd"
on the left-hand side and if the hbcd is corrupted, clicking that button will rebuild it. hbcd

has always been a complex product, so it's always better to consult the manual before you
start fiddling with it. however, the default setup should take you to the main menu, which
is shown in the following image. the first screen of the menu is the boot menu, which has
two options, "rebuild hbcd" and "rebuild specific section". select "rebuild hbcd" if you are
updating the entire boot cd or "rebuild specific section" if you are only updating a specific

part of the boot cd. 5ec8ef588b
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